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introduction

The Substantia Group is exclusively
instructed by Shout Out Ltd on a
confidential basis to offer for sale the
properties, business and assets of the
home-tel Carrington House.
The company benefits from a highly
regarded and respected brand name,
with thanks to the following of its current
co-owners Shaun Clarkson and Russell
Hall, interiors and set designers to
the stars.
Carrington House is a Grade II listed
property set in the picturesque village of
Snettisham, just 10 minutes drive from
the well loved Old Hunstanton Beach.
Bringing the style and substance of
urban living to the Norfolk countryside,
Carrington House sleeps up to 20 guests
in exquisite style and splendour.
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executive summary

The Property
Carrington House is a Grade II-listed property right in the heart of the pretty village of Snettisham, 12 miles north of King’s Lynn
and five miles from beautiful Old Hunstanton beach. A canary-yellow door is the first hint of the unconventional interior that lies
behind the graceful Georgian frontage. Not for nothing have Clarkson and Hall named the house after the Carrington family in
Dynasty. Decorated in a flamboyant, theatrical style, with bright colours, bold patterns, and an eclectic mix of furniture from the
1920s to the 1970s.
The Business
The business launched in 2008 following the success of its now partnered Cliff Barns, the rancho deluxe dallas inspired property.
Designers Shaun Clarkson & Russell Hall created the Dynasty themed Carrington House which combines the facilities and style of
a boutique hotel with the individuality and exclusivity of a private home, making it the ultimate house party venue for friends and
family as well as a stunning venue for corporate, team-building events. A home-tel in the truest sense of the word, Carrington
House is relaxed yet luxurious, hedonistic yet homely, scoring ten out of ten on individuality and attention to detail. Unlike many
other holiday homes, Carrington House offers a range of unique services to ensure a relaxing, hassle-free get-away-from-it-all
break..
Location
Carrington House is prominently located on Lynn Road which connects with the A149 to Kings Lynn & West Norfolk and A10 to
the south. The house is situated centre of the picturesque village of Snettisham.
Transport
Carrington House is just eight miles from it’s nearest train station Kings Lynn, which runs a half-hourly service from Kings Cross
taking just over one hour.
Local Attraction
Carrington House is ideally situated to benefit from the wide range of local attractions, including Snettisham Deer Park, The
RSPB nature reserve, and the royal Sandringham Estate. The House is also just a 10 minute drive to Old Hunstanton Beach and is
surrounded by a large number picturesque woodlands and gardens. The main town of Kings Lynn is a short 25 minute
drive away.
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The opportunity

Carrington House & the hollies
Carrington House described by esteemed Guardian journalist Sally Shalam as a
Glamour Puss of a House with layers of pattern, fine 20th Century modern furniture
and Shaun Clarksons inimitable colour palate the house was catapulted onto the
must stay bucket list of the adventurous and stylish.
Unashamedly bold in its style it was a totally new direction and experience in
weekend retreats. Sociable , quite nooks, dynamic dining spaces and a private night
club in the basement, no other house came close the unique experience of a
weekend at Carrington House.
With all that the North Norfolk coast has to offer outstandingly beautiful beaches
royal palaces and stately homes more gastro pubs and award winning restaurants
than anywhere in the county the house is perfectly situated for exploring all that this
area has to offer and it is a lot.
Over time the house has proved itself to be a versatile destination experience
whether for am excitable 21st birthday a stylish hen party or a 70th birthday location
the house can turn its charm on to any occasion. With experiences chefs cocktail
bartenders event ex-royal butlers on hand any stay at Carrington House can be as
special as you like.
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The opportunity

financials
3 years audited and managment accounts will be available to qualified interested parties.
Hightlights:
The last 3 years average income was £
Average weekly rental £3,500
Average weekends booked per year 48
Current weekends booked through to September 2016
Two part-time staff currently working on a hourly self employed basis
The Hollies Bed & Breakfast set up and entirely unlaunched therefore providing huge weekday potential
Weekday corporate business untapped
All bookings received are secured with a minimum £1000 deposit and paid 100% prior to visit
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The opportunity

what the press say

“Like the Tardis, Carrington House’s traditional
Georgian exterior gives way to another world
the moment you turn that key”
–The Guardian

“At Carrington House, they have thrown away
any vestiges of caution to the wind”
– Conde Nast

“Carrington House offers nine luxy bedrooms,
resplendent, in vivid wallpapers, rococo beds
and hot pink armchairs”
–The Observer

“Shaun Clarkson, the interior designer behind the
Oxo Tower restaurant in London, and his
business partner Russell Hall, a film set
designer, acquired The Hollies in 2008, since then
they have created a 1970s inspired B&B that may
be best described as ‘Groovy’”
- The Times

“While Cliff Barns was inspired by the classic US
soap Dallas, designer Shaun Clarkson has
channelled the glitz and glam of Dynasty for
Carrington House. Could there be a more
fantastic place to stay than this? I doubt it”
–Attitude Magazine

“From the outside it’s just a mild mannered
country house - but don’t be deceived.
Welcome to the ultimate designer retreat”
- Style Magazine

“Its a fabulous grade II listed house, with hand
painted wallpapers, fine fabrics, 20th century
modern collectibles, and brightly hued themed
rooms hidden in the escape of the country side”.
– Country & Town House
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The opportunity

Business Growth
Opportunity to purchase land at the front of the property (further details upon request)
Unmarketed, unlaunched The Hollies Bed & Breakfast business
Mid-week corporate business potential
Mid-week restaurant potential
Weekend Business Upsales:
Food provision for dinners and breakfast
Drink provision
Leisure options i.e horse riding, quad biking, archery, clay pidgeon shooting, tourist attractions etc.
Hen party entertainment
Residential Courses:
Health and wellbeing, personal development, training courses and team building etc.
Weddings:
Wedding receptions
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The opportunity

Revenue sources and marketing
The House attracts various genres of guests from Hen parties to Corporate team building events.
The following booking sites are currently used to market the properties:

The Big Domain - The Big Domain, specialise in letting high quality large houses that
is best suited to a business like Carrington House & The Hollies

Airbnb –Airbnb, is the worldwide accommodations site leader, and is best suited to
hosts who need to be flexible with their bookings

Group Accommodation – Group Accommodation specializes in large holiday rentals
Sleeping 10+.

Kate & Tom – A small company, but designed to create tailor made requests for the
extraordinary holidays.

Iescape – A site dedicated to hand-picked portfolio of the best boutique hotels,
B&Bs, and villas for rent
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The Property

GENERAL INFORMATION
Bedrooms and Bathrooms

Cooking and Dining

•Sleeps 18 guests, with room for a couple more
•The main house has 6 bedrooms
•The adjoining cottage has 3 bedrooms
•Five rooms have en suite bathrooms
•All the bedrooms are doubles and 2 can be converted
into twins
•There is a double sofa bed in the cottage sitting room •2
shared bathrooms
•Downstairs WC

•Dining table seats 22 comfortably
•Fantastic chef available for a special meal or
throughout the weekend
•Drop-off meals available
•Two kitchens (personal and catering)
•AGA oven
•Large caterer’s fridge
•Deep freeze
•Drinks fridge
•Microwave
•Dishwasher
•Barbecue, fuel provided
•Tables and chairs on terrace
•2 minute walk to a good pub
•Good dining nearby

Amenities
•Cinema Room
•3 HD plasma TVs
•DVD player
•Sky TV
•Entertainment room
•Integrated karaoke machine
•Fully integrated stereo system
•iPod docks
•Dressing-up box
•Wi-fi
•Board games and books
•Online deliveries

Outdoor Amenities
•Hot tub
•Secret garden
•Private, walled terrace
•6 Space Car Park
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The Property

Property Itinerary

the house & grounds
Carrington House is a Grade II listed
Georgian property which has been
totally transformed to create the
ultimate, unforgetable, luxurious home.
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The Property

Property Itinerary

pavillion room
This grand drawing room has been
designed with cocktails in mind. Meet
for an aperitif before dinner or adjourn
afterwards to extend your
elegant evening.

Measurements
279.54 sqft
5.3 x 4.9 m
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The Property

Property Itinerary

the den
A cosy, contemporary room, complete
with roaring fire, the den is the ideal
spot to relax and unwind whilst
watching the state-of-the-art HD
plasma TV screen or listening to the
latest tunes.

Measurements
279.86 sqft
5.2 x 5 m
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The Property

Property Itinerary

fine dining room
This glamorous dining room has been
called the “finest room in Norfolk”, the
perfect place to celecrate a special
occasion or for a decadent family
dinner. The inlaid ebony dining table
can comfortably seat 22, with matching
leather upholstered “Lois” chairs.

Measurements
460.16 sqft
7.5 x 5.7 m
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The Property

Property Itinerary

kitchen
The heart-of-the-home, this bright,
sunshine coloured kitchen, complete
with an aga, welcomes you with open
arms whether you just want a coffee
and a chat or to cook up a
gourmet feast.
Measurements
246.28 sqft
4.4 x 5.2 m

catering kitchen
Whether your party is big or small, you
have chosen to self cater or employ
someone else to take care of the hard
work, this kitchen has everything a
professional chef has ever dreamed of.
Measurements
91 sqft
1.9 x 4.45 m
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The Property

Property Itinerary

Versace room
Absolutely fabulous, this black, white
and chartreuse room, features a
striking raised bed complete with
Romanesque columns.
En-suite shower room fitted with
purple mosaic tiles, complete with
fluffy white towels, waffle bathrobes
and “REN” beauty products.
Measurements
269.10 sqft
5x5m
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The Property

Property Itinerary

Chinoiserie Room
Inspired by the Orient this opulent
fanciful room features two large
luxurious singles, perfect for friends
who want to chat into the wee hours
(this room can be made up as a large
double). The Chinese red en-suite
bathroom has a claw foot cast iron
bath, the room is streaming with
natural daylight, fluffy white towels,
waffle robes and fabulous “REN”
beauty products are all provided.

Measurements
256.18 sqft
4.25 x 5.6 m
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The Property

Property Itinerary

green room
Grand, gorgeous and with views of the
village this magnificent double room
emanates glamour and sophistication.
This room has an en-suite shower room
with fluffy white towels, waffle dressing
gowns and “REN” organic
beauty products.

Measurements
269.10 sqft
5x5m
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The Property

Property Itinerary

hollywood room
The epitome of the 1950’s style with
lashings of pink and gold, this
American twin (two double bed) is
something straight from a movie set.
Literally oozing the ultimate in luxury.
Striped pink walls add to the glamour
in the en-suite shower room, complete
with fluffy white towels, waffle
bathrobes and fabulous “REN”
beauty products.

Measurements
235.97 sqft
3.95 x 5.55 m
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The Property

Property Itinerary

Bijou Room
Bold and beautiful with a Ferrari red
bed, this provocative room is bursting
with drama and passion.

Measurements
92.32 sqft
2.2 x 3.9 m
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The Property

Property Itinerary

red room
Stylish and striking, this room has a
fantastical eight-poster bed. Featuring
two large singles as a standard, those
looking for even more fun will be
delighted to learn this bed can be
easily transformed in to one luxurious
sleep chamber.

Measurements
140.47 sqft
3 x 4.35 m
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The Property

Property Itinerary

Dressing Up room
This fully sound proofed pleasure seekers
paradise comes complete with chill-out
area and a dedicated dressing up room,
filled with outfits galore ideal for the
most flamboyant amongst you.

Measurements
129.60 sqft
4.3 x 2.8 m
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The Property

Property Itinerary

grand bathroom
An opulent space in which to truly
escape complete with fluffy white towels,
waffle bathrobes, fabulous “REN” beauty
products, a multitude of mirrors, a bath
sunk into gold mosaic tiles and views of
the secret garden.

Measurements
74.92 sqft
2.4 x 2.9 m
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The Property

Property Itinerary

cabin room
Reminiscent of one of the finest ship
boltholes, this enchanting, cosy,
romantic room will win the hearts of
anyone looking for their own exclusive
private hideaway. The Cabin Room
features a freestanding bath as well as
an en-suite cloakroom complete with
fluffy white towels, waffle bathrobes
and fabulous “REN” beauty products.
Measurements
32.70 sqft
4.6 x 3.9 m
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The Property

Property Itinerary

terrace Bedroom
The Terrace Room, complete with its
own private patio, brings the outside
stylishly inside in a truly magnificent
way with its own bespoke bed with
woodland silhouette.

Measurements
169.53 sqft
3.5 x 4.5 m
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The Property

floor plan
Total SQFT of Interior: 5,648.32 sqft
Total SQFT of Exterior: 1,025.81 sqft
Gross SQFT: 6,674.13 sqft
MAIN HOUSE

MAIN HOUSE 2

COTTAGE
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The Property
Property accommodation summary
Main House

Cottage Wing

Den: 279.86 sqft
Pavilion Room: 279.54 sqft

Ground Floor

Fine Dining Room: 460.16 sqft
Kitchen: 246.28 sqft

Lobby: 24 sqft

Catering Kitchen: 91 sqft

Boot Room: 43.59 sqft

Lobby: 38.43 sqft
Stairway to Dressing Room 91.01 sqft
Hallway: 194.61 sqft
Leisure Lounge: 305.16 sqft
Dressing up Room: 129.60 sqft
Office: 138.85 sqft
Green Room: 269.10 sqft
Bijou Room: 92.32 sqft

coach house

Ground Floor WC: 18.08 sqft

Hot Tub Room: 470.17 sqft

Sitting Room: 199.83 sqft

Storage/Ancillary: 83.96 sqft

Terrace Bedroom: 169.53 sqft
Terrace: 268.45 sqft
First Floor

Versace Room: 269.10 sqft

Landing: 35.28 sqft

Versace En-Suite: 32.72 sqft

WC: 38.75 sqft

Hollywood Room: 235.97 sqft

Balcony Bedroom: 204.14 sqft

Hollywood Room Hallway: 28.42c sqft

Cabin Room: 193.10 sqft

Hollywood Room En-Suite: 235.97 sqft

Cabin w/c: 32.70 sqft

Exterior:
Front Garden: 158.20 sqft
Rear Garden: 382 sqft
Car Park: 217.16 sqft

Grand Bathroom: 74.92 sqft
Red Room: 140.47 sqft
Chinoserie Room: 256.18 sqft
Chinoserie En-Suite: 48.44 sqft
First Floor Hallway: 156.72 sqft
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The Property

fixtures and fittings inventory
A full inventory will be provided for any interested parties who wish to purchase these assets via a
separate negotiation.
The relevance of the above is it is also possible to purchase the freehold asset without the benefit of the
business or fixtures and fittings inventory.
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The Operation

Current operations
Carrington House is currently run by a small team that also manage its sister property Cliff Barns.
The company currently offer tailored extra services for guests during their stay and therefore require to be
close by during occupied days. The grounds and car park are currently managed by the team.
There is currently no onsite staff accommodation.
Bookings
The below represents days occupancy for years 2012-2015 for Carrington House.

Year
2012
2013
2014
2015

Days of Occupancy
222
232
200
238
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Sales Process

Structure of Sale
Substantia Acquisitions Ltd is exclusively instructed by Shout Out Ltd T/A Carrington House on a confidential basis to offer the
sale of the property, business and assets. Shout Out Ltd wholly owns all the assets offered for sale.
Offer Basis
Offers are invited for the property, business and assets. These assets include freehold property, good will, fixtures and fittings,
websites / intellectual property and booking systems.
Sale Process
Offers should be based on the information in this document and include the following:
•The principal conditions that any offer will be subject to including details including details of corporate, shareholder, regulatory
or other approvals required.
•A timetable for exchange of contracts and completion.
•The names, addresses and contact numbers of the purchaser and its key personnel and advisors.
•Identification of whether any bid is made as a principal or agent and whether alone or with partners.
•A list of additional due diligence required.
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contact

Under no circumstance can any approach be made to any of the staff, directors,
employees or shareholders of Shout Out Ltd T/A Carrington House.
All contact should be directed through Substantia Acquisitions Ltd. listed below:

Terry Pullen
CEO
Substantia Acquisitions Ltd

Sadie Bossom
Executive Manager
Substantia Acquisitions Ltd

Maisie Driscoll
Acquisitions Executive
Substantia Acquisitions Ltd

E: Terry@sub-group.com
T: 0203 770 1788
M: 07831 402 388

E: Sadie@sub-group.com
T: 0203 770 1788

E: Maisie@sub-group.com
T: 0203 770 1788

The Substantia Group
55 Chislehurst Road
Chislehurst
Kent
BR7 6HZ
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